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“Goethe said: It is not always necessary that what is true embody itself; it is already 
enough if spiritually it hovers about and evokes harmony, if it floats through the air like 
the solemn and friendly sound of a bell.”1

Very much present not only in academic theory, but in a broader sense in the daily public 
debate for the past decades, the temporary has become one of the leading design principles in 
nowadays professional practice and theory in arts and architecture, an emerging attribute of the 
contemporary mindset and landscape furnished by temporary buildings, mobile objects, various 
art installations. The research on the time and place of the ephemeral in architecture — both in 
literal and metaphorical sense — focuses specifically on the role it can play in understanding, 
the making or promoting of contemporary architecture, defined both as a product and a 
process. In this endeavor, scrutinizing the role of ephemerality in practice-led education could 
be essential.
The present paper proposes an investigation on the way ephemeral architecture of summer 
camps, art festivals, open air exhibitions work as laboratories for experimenting new lines of 
thought in making / learning architecture.
The methodology consists of two main components: a critical review of relevant research 
literature, and the analysis of the role — the time and place — of ephemerality in architecture, 
of ephemeral architecture of contemporary art festivals, open air expositions or summer camps, 
of their role in architectural education, in discovering new building methods, in experimenting 
with new materials, and exploring the limits of architecture itself, exemplified by case studies, 
with a special emphasis on practice/project/workshop led research, as efficient educational 
instruments and design tools.
First published in 1987, Weak architecture by Catalan architect Ignasi de Solà-Morales 
constitutes the core theoretical foundation for the current research. It introduces the term “weak 
architecture.” The phrase originates in Gianni Vattimo’s “weak thinking”2 and its attribute, 
the “event like” time that best describes contemporary art and architecture, ephemeral works 
in particular. Weak thinking assumes the disappearance of any kind of normative system or 
absolute reference in the perception of the environment, so that this latter one remains open to 
various, multiple interpretations. Instead of a complete and closed universe of the permanent, 
it offers a rediscovering of the fragmented, incomplete, the momentary. In “weak thinking,” 
architecture can be legitimate when “adopting a posture” that is not aggressive nor dominating, 
but rather “weak” by admitting a secondary position3 through “only” opening a temporary 
window on a more intense reality in an event like experience. The notion of temporality that 

1  Martin Heidegger, Art and Space, trans. Charles H. Seibert (Dubuque: Loras College, 1973), 8.
2  The propositions of weak philosophy / weak thought attributed by Ignasi de Solà-Morales to the 

contemporary Italian philosopher and politician Gianni Vattimo (born 1936).
3  For exemplifying the relegation of architecture to a secondary, “weak” position, Ignasi de Solà-Morales 

brings about the case of the decoration/decorative, not in the “sense of vulgarity, of triviality, of the 
repetition of established stereotypes,” but rather as “something that enhances and embellishes reality, 
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finds in the event its fullest form of expression is subtly expressed by the experience of the 
ephemeral as event, occurring once, instantly, and then gone forever, present in contemporary 
music, dance or in many art/architectural installations. Weak architecture becomes almost 
untimeliness, a perception of time and place very different from the Vitruvian ideas of duration 
and stability.
In contrast to Weak architecture, where the “event like time” characterizes art installations 
and ephemeral constructions, in the Architecture of the City, Aldo Rossi uses the concept of 
monument (as memorial) to illustrate the permanence in architecture in a monistic conception 
of reality. In completion to this latter idea, historical monuments can have their own time(s).4

Alongside a corpus of systematic research and critique there are the records of temporary 
events, which provide a different kind of insight due to their relatively random structure and 
multiplicity in interpretation. Thus, the database of relevant professional practices, workshops, 
art, and architectural festivals is an essential resource mainly for case studies, in particular 
the ephemeral buildings from Electric Castel Music Festival or the Hellowood architecture 
workshop. Besides various art installations and the mostly temporary constructions, Hello Wood 
1-5 is a collection of essays summarizing the first five years of the art and architecture festival, 
including a brief presentation of the phenomena and processes that have shaped the character, 
scale, goals, and methods of the workshop.
It has always been a time and a place for the ephemeral in architecture. According to Vitruvius, 
ephemerality was already present at the dawn of architecture:5 in contrast to the caves sculpted 
in the mountains, temporary shelters were built of branches and mud, similar to the swallows’ 
nests. Spontaneous ephemerality of the initial dwellings, that were made mostly of perishing 
materials, was soon to be replaced by the planned, intentionally temporary architecture, which 
is the main focus of the present paper. Though the act of building was constantly associated 
with the divine act of creation, hence most buildings are rather solid, heavy, meant to last and 
aimed at defying time, it is impossible to deny that the much fewer light, almost immaterial, 
transitory architectural settings have often played a special role in architectural practice and 
theory of the corresponding time and place. As they usually accomplished the special task of 
marking celebrations and special events, they often had a strident visual presence consistent 
with their symbolism, in spite of their short-lived existence.
Nowadays ephemeral design is widespread, more present in “acupunctural interventions” in 
small spaces, often highlighting and temporarily “healing” broken urban sites, “urban cracks,” 
spaces suitable for artistic or architectural experiments. Contemporary ephemeral architecture 
can have a special role in promoting innovative ideas in architecture. It can be a catalyst for 
experiments, and thus facilitate change in professional theory and practice, and bestow more 
public visibility on architecture, somehow continuing what temporary constructions have 
already done from ancient times. In this respect, one should point out that several artistic 
and architectural workshops evolving alongside summer festivals work as laboratories for 
new architecture by ephemeral means. Often contrasting with its background, ephemeral 
architecture is successful in giving a sample, a hint of architecture as a process of building. 
By highlighting architecture as a complex phenomenon in time and space, these ephemeral 
structures are probably fulfilling in their fleeted duration a paradoxically important role; thus, 
they correspond to Solà-Morales’s weak architecture. Resonance and recollection are perhaps the 
main attributes of a weak architecture, so that it does not have to physically dominate in order 
to create a genuine and intense experience, nor be associated with a specific time period. Weak 
architecture can be as fleeting as the unfolding realities. The Catalan architect did not specify 

making it more tolerable, without presuming to impose itself, to be central, to claim for itself that deference 
demanded by totality.”

4  As discussed in Kázmér Kovács, Timpul monumentului istoric [The Time of the Historical Monument] 
(Bucharest: Ed. Paideia, 2003).

5  As Vitruvius describes it in the first volume of his Ten books on architecture.
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explicitly what weak architecture is, but he wished to develop criteria for reading architecture 
in a present time that no longer produces the permanent, monumental works of the classical 
or modernist periods, but can produce a new kind of intensity in its ceaseless separation and 
reshuffling of images. This is the reason for which he introduced the notion of event — time as 
an event that occurs and then is gone, gives light to the fleeting detachment of the experience of 
the now.
A different kind of time has become an essential component of our architectural perception. 
Time seems to be almost static in the experience of classical architecture, or at most its presence 
is limited to the concept of a controlled, ordered flow having a beginning and an end. In 
contrast with a time-space continuum, the nowadays fragmented time — announced in 
theater, literature, film, music during the first decades of the 20th century — is not one time, 
but a multitude of times. Instead of being uniform, continuous, and linear, an event-like-time 
of weak architecture that assumes its fragility, inability to last, offering instead the illusion of 
permanence through its intensity.
The two examples — Hellowood architectural workshop and Electric Castle Music Festival 
— though very different at first glance, are strongly connected in essence: beyond their self-
standing stance as examples of contemporary ephemeral architecture, they rather seem to be 
reflections on the time and place of permanent architecture, both as a complex and durable 
process and a product. This is a newly discovered, innovative feature of ephemeral architecture: 
it becomes a host phenomenon for experiencing permanent architecture, and thus becoming a 
contemporary learning tool and a design instrument. This new status provides the paradoxical 
strength of contemporary ephemeral architecture.

Electric Castle Festival, (High)Lighting a Historical Monument

In Bonțida, there is (an event like) time for the temporary architecture at the Electric Castle 
Festival within the Baroque ensemble of the Bánffy Castle. The latter is a historical monument 
dating from the 16th century, undergoing in a long process of restoration after being badly 
damaged by nationalization, inadequate use, and lack of maintenance.6 Surprisingly, the 
music festival proved to be a useful catalyst in the restoration efforts. Though the idea to 
organize such public musical events was criticized, even feared as potentially destructive for 
the monument, the festival turned more into a complex sensorial and spatial experience, a 
celebration of contemporary art in its various forms, from music to architecture and design. 
For a brief moment in the historical monument’s existence, ephemeral constructions brought 
to life the otherwise deserted property of the castle, converting it into a realm of contemporary 
experience of sound, light, and enigmatic fog. The team of the Cluj-based studio MASS, 
led by Marius Moga and Silviu Aldea, designed the setting, ranging from art installations 
to easy-to-build, affordable and low-tech structures, adapted to the large scale of the site. 
Among the few pavilions that have become familiar to the visitors in this experience are a cube 
shaped signal-installation, the container structure of the alternative scenes, as well as smaller 
scale temporary constructions, shaded spots for relaxation, walking paths, or the geometric 
shapes within the foliage. The Cube (Fig. 1-4) in its various appearances is the most iconic 
installation of the Baroque cour d’honneur, an over-sized signal-installation positioned in 
the center of the main courtyard, around which the rest of the festival evolves. Light, white 
fabric, “activated” by the wind, and to a lesser extent, wood and steel are the construction 
materials, reminiscent of ephemeral structures from the Renaissance marking special events, 
celebrations. The music festival becomes a place for combined artistic and architectural 

6  During the decades of the communist regime (1947-1989) the Bánffy Castle was nationalized and turned 
into an agricultural building. The inadequate use and lack of preservation led to the deterioration of the 
state of the buildings. Their precarious condition has been officially recognized as it appears on the World 
Monuments Watch’s list of One Hundred Most Endangered Sites for the year 2000.
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Fig. 1 (above) and 2-3 (opposite page): “The Cube,” an oversized signal installation and pavilion, the recurrent 
thematic ephemeral object for Electric Castle Festival, 2013 and 2014 editions, the Cour d’Honneur, Bánffy 
Castle, Bonțida. Designed by Atelier Mass, Cluj.

experiments, a soft, temporary design tool within the restoration process, in accordance with 
the required reversibility. The time of the event genuinely becomes the time of the historical 
monument. The temporary interventions willingly remain “weak”7 as they stand apart from 
the historical material, keeping in parallel and not in competition with it. Thus, Electric Castle 
is highlighting the historical monument and not consuming its site, rather activating it by a 
temporary (re)set in the public light.

Hellowood, an Architecture Workshop for a Summer

Contemporary summer festivals can work as artistic laboratories where experiments can 
happen. Among them, the architectural festivals are special, as they can test the role of 
ephemeral architecture. Several architectural schools have such educational workshops, with 
festivals integrated in the academic curriculum. Hellowood from Budapest is a “Woodstock 
of Architecture,” that started in 2010, as a one-week multidisciplinary art camp for students 

7  A similar “weakness” can be observed in the discrete temporary refurbishment of the interior (in the main 
building of the Bánffy Castle), a light installation designed by the Norma team, a Cluj based architecture 
studio in 2016.
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Fig. 4: “Woodland,” a temporary pavilion for the “Művészetek Völgye” Art Festival, Kapolcs (Hungary), 
Hellowood 2011. Designed by András Cseh and Endre Ványolós.

Fig. 5-7: “Poliphony,” a delicate wooden sound box, Csórompuszta, Hellowood 2013. Designed by Tomasz 
Szponar and Bartłomiej Skowronek.
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Fig. 8: “Panorama Peep Hole,” an ephemeral construction built of reused wooden elements, Csórompuszta, 
Hellowood 2013. Designed by Suzana Milinovic and Rufus van den Ban.

Fig. 9-10: “Play with fire,” an installation for experimenting with the Japanese technique of charring wood, 
Csórompuszta, Hellowood 2016. Designed by Suzana Milinovic and Rufus van den Ban.
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in architecture and design; it has grown into a unique art and architecture workshop and 
festival, involving different universities from several countries, seeking sustainable and replicable 
models for achieving social benefits and improving quality of life through architecture and 
design. It promotes the temporary building process as a platform for discussion, innovation 
and exchanging knowledge. Though mainly focusing on wood, experimenting new materials, 
textures, and techniques is a distinct quality of the workshop. Five installations from three 
different editions of the Hellowood festival stand as good examples in this respect.
“Woodland” (Fig. 5-6), designed in 2011 by architects András Cseh and Endre Ványolós, is 
an ephemeral spatial exercise; it consists of a temporary open pavilion built to signal the side 
entrance to the Lutheran church in Kapolcs, Hungary, during a summer art festival.8

The “Poliphony” (Fig. 7-9), designed and built in 2013 by architects of the Polish studio 
of Moomoo, Tomasz Szponar and Bartłomiej Skowronek, is probably one of the most 
sophisticated and delicate installations of the workshop. It was designed to bring users more 
aware of their senses, an attempt to melt hearing, seeing, touching, and smelling into one whole 
experience. The wooden structure made of timber batons transmits an immersive sound, smell, 
and touch to the enveloping space. Designed as a passageway standing on the footpath between 
Kapolcs and Csórompuszta, the pavilion worked as a “door of perception”: passing through, the 
wood batons hanging from the top of the structure made a beautiful sound, thus conveying the 
softness of the wood, its natural scent could be breathed, and the sight of that genuine sound 
box was a fascinating visual experience.

8  The 2011 edition of the “Művészetek Völgye” [The Valley of Arts] art festival in Kapolcs, Hungary.

Fig. 11: “Solar Watch,” an iconic typographic installation, Csórompuszta, Hellowood 2011. Designed by Áron 
Jancsó.
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The 2013 edition had the motto “Step closer!”, which underlined the two proposed goals: to 
strengthen the bond between people, nature, and the built environment with the tools of design 
and architecture, and to motivate young creative minds to step out of their urban, modern, 
digital environment by working with their bare hands together in a community.
The “Panorama Peep Hole” (Fig. 10) and “Play with fire” (Fig. 11-12) are designed and built 
by Delft based Dutch architects Suzana Milinovic and Rufus van den Ban (2013, 2016). They 
are experiments with wood that try to revive old, traditional techniques and draw attention on 
their ecological, sustainability aspects by recycling resulted waste wooden material. The “Play 
with fire” installation performed a Shou Sugi Ban workshop referring to the Japanese technique 
of charring wood to extend its lifespan. In order to perform this technique, the team built a 
fireplace, a table and a shelter. Other participants could make use of this facility by bringing 
their material to the workshop and learning various charring techniques as to identify the most 
appropriate for their own purposes.
Probably one of the most iconic ephemeral objects built within the workshop was the special, 
typographic installation of a contemporary “Solar Watch” (Fig. 13). Designed by Áron Jancsó 
in 2011, the “pixelized” wood staves — their cross section resembles the digital form of pixels 
— builds a temporary structure placed on wooden pillars; it bears the additional significance of 
a commonly shared moment since, once a day, it becomes a solar watch whose message, “it is 
lunchtime,” is transmitted through the shade of the installation at noon.
Though different in form, function, and technology, all five installations are examples of 
ephemeral buildings, objects made of probably the most ephemeral of traditional construction 
materials, the wood, thus representing a credible simulation of architecture as building process, 
with all the necessary ingredients: learning architecture by means of getting familiar with space, 
time, materials, structure, with how they are put together and work as a whole in a building. 
Making architecture, sharing quickly this knowledge that usually needs time, can most likely be 
achieved only in an ephemeral way.
They confirm the idea that ephemeral architecture can succeed in giving a sample, a hint of 
architecture as a process of building, by highlighting it as a complex phenomenon of time(s) 
and space(s).

Conclusions

It can be concluded that ephemeral architecture can be:
(1) suited for professional and academic experiments, often becoming a catalyst for innovation 
in practice in multiple ways (form, space, functional use, materials, building technology etc.), 
as well as in theory by enriching it with new terminology resulted from the overlapping/
intersection of science, art and architecture (terms “borrowed” from the other overlapping 
domains).
(2) important in architectural education, as it could give a sample/event of “permanent” 
architecture, can be a “hint” of architecture, a comprised way of learning, familiarizing with the 
building process.
(3) a contemporary design tool for flexible, sensitive, and reversible interventions in restoration 
of historical monuments, highlighting their qualities.
(4) a way to democratization of understanding architecture by opening it up for a wider public, 
making it accessible, popularizing and promoting it.
(5) “weak” by consciously assuming its secondary, discrete position in relation with a complex, 
multilayered (architectural) reality through opening of a temporary window onto it, thus 
helping reveal its qualities.
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